Thanks for your interest in LDR Nonprofit and Tri-Sector LDR! Applications are due electronically by 5pm
Monday, December 13, 2021.
•

TIP: First compile all information and documents; then, upload after you complete the online
application.

STEP 1
Carefully review the LDR Nonprofit description and schedule and/or Tri-Sector LDR description and
schedule. Leaders are expected to attend all sessions. LDR alumni say the relationships they have made,
including their expanded network, are among the best program outcomes.
STEP 2
Prepare the following materials offline.
(A) Essays: Tell us about yourself! Please answer question one and choose either question two or three
to answer. Respond to these questions succinctly using a maximum of two pages.
1.
2.
3.

Tell us why LDR Nonprofit or Tri-Sector LDR is a good fit for you now and how the Five Frogs
mission for an equitable Connecticut aligns with your own purpose.
Describe a challenge you face as a leader today.
Describe one of your strengths and how you put it to use recently.

Save your essays in one PDF document and name the file as follows: "last name, first name_Essay 2022".
For example, "Chisholm, Ebony_Essay 2022". You will upload this document in Step 3.
(B) Short Bio:
Submit a bio and headshot. Five Frogs shares these internally with your cohort peers, program guests
and coaches. Your bio should be succinct, approximately 100 words. A sample bio is provided for your
reference.
•

TIP: Ask someone to review your bio for typos and/or to strengthen.

Save the bio as a Word document. The file should be named "last name, first name_Bio 2022". For
example, "Chisholm, Ebony_Bio 2022." You will upload this document in Step 3.

Ebony Chisholm, Director of Public Affairs, Intersect Public Solutions
Ebony has eight years of experience in communications in both print journalism and
for several nonprofit organizations across Connecticut. Recently, she directed external
affairs for the statewide office of a national advocacy organization, where she
successfully worked with stakeholders to bolster and coordinate advocacy efforts,
promote policy change, and ultimately pass impactful state legislation. In addition,
Ebony worked at two other nonprofits where she expanded their media outreach and
helped to solidify them as well-known experts in their fields. Ebony started her career in journalism as a
beat reporter for the New Haven Register.
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(C) LinkedIn Profile:
The application asks for your current LinkedIn profile. Be sure your profile includes information regarding
your current position. Should your profile need refreshing consider using this helpful resource.
STEP 3
Gather all materials as outlined above and access the online application form via this link. In addition to
uploading materials, you will be asked to share contact and background information.
•

TIP: Complete sections in the order they appear as you will not be able to save or return to
previous sections. Please only complete the online application form when your documents
are final.

After submitting your application, you will receive a confirmation email that your application has been
received. If you have questions or any technical issues, please contact us at ldrprograms@fivefrogsct.org.

Thank you for your interest and for your LEADERSHIP!
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